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Tom Swifties
Classics

● “I’m finally getting used to my new chainsaw,” Tom said offhandedly.
● “I’m waiting to see the doctor,” Tom said patiently.
● “My goal is to memorize the entire chemical chart,” Tom said
periodically.
● “I hate doing multiplication problems!” Tom said crossly.
● “I think my car needs a tune-up,” Tom sputtered.
● “My car keeps failing the emission test,” Tom said exhaustedly.
● “Steamrollers are so fun to watch in action,” Tom said flatteringly.
● “This is a great comic book collection,” Tom marveled.
● “I teach at the university,” Tom professed.
● “I have a B.A. in social work,” Tom said with a degree of concern.
● “I use baby goats in my backyard instead of a lawnmower,” Tom said
kiddingly.
● “That sure was a sad day when Elvis died,” Tom said expressly.
● “Please, Doc, not another injection!” Tom said in vain.
● “I only exercise once every seven days,” Tom said weakly.
● “This keeps the sweat out of my eyes,” Tom said with abandon.
● “This place has great sushi,” Tom said superficially.
● “I think that food was too spicy,” was Tom’s gut reaction.
● “Quit using my toothbrush!” Tom bristled.
● “Keep your dog quiet!” Tom barked.
● “Sometimes I find mold around my bathtub,” Tom said sporadically.
● “I’m putting new granite tops in our kitchen,” said Tom
counterproductively.
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● “I didn’t have enough carpet to finish all the steps,” Tom said with a
blank stare.
● “Boohoo, my hairline keeps receding,” Tom bawled.
● “I think my hearing is starting to go,” Tom said deftly.
● “I’m having trouble getting these jeans on,” Tom panted.
● “I’m undefeated in my fencing class,” Tom jabbered.
● “Our team is lacking a homerun hitter,” Tom said ruthlessly.
● ”Someone hand me that funnel!” Tom spouted.
● “I will only sit in the back of the boat,” Tom said sternly.
● “Dang, I dropped the toothpaste,” Tom said, crestfallen.
● “I overdosed on all the fresh pineapple,” Tom said dolefully.
● “I love watching the dolphin show at Seaworld,” Tom said flippantly.
● “I have a soft spot for Shamu,” Tom blubbered.
● “I was told I have a split personality,” Tom said, being frank.
● “Who took the apple off my tray!” Tom yelled fruitlessly.
● “I’ll eat as many ginger cookies as I want!” Tom snapped.
● “I saw a kid throw up in class today!” Tom spewed out.
● “It’s not candy, it’s a breath mint,” Tom asserted.
● “This Milky Way would taste better if it had peanuts,” Tom snickered.
● “Bless this food, Lord, which we are about to eat,” Tom said gracefully.
● “The EXIT is right there,” Tom pointed out.
● “I kept phoning but the line was always busy,” Tom recalled.
● “How are you going to get the base of that tree out?” “I’m stumped,” Tom
said.
● “I’ve never been in a car accident,” Tom said recklessly.
● “He hosted Wheel of Fortune,” was Tom’s pat answer.
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Guessing Game
Try your hand at a few Tom Swifties Below!
1. “So, what’s your point!” Tom said… sharply..
2. “It usually takes me two throws to knock down all ten pins,” Tom said…
3. “I’m going to print this in a thicker font,” Tom said…
4. “I can’t remember the name of that shy dwarf,” Tom said…
5. “I love the sound of a mountain brook,” Tom…
6. “I’m heading to Target to buy new underwear,” Tom said…

Share A Swifty
Reader Submissions. Go to http://www.bb413.net to submit your own!
●
●
●
●
●
●

“Don’t you just love sleeping outdoors?” Tom said intently.
“My Levi’s keep falling down!” Tom said expansively.
“Let’s try to capture that sick, white-headed bird,” Tom said illegally.
“Who keeps bumping up the thermostat!” Tom said heatedly.
“It sounds like they’re all complaining inside their hive,” Tom bemoaned.
“I think I’ll send every prisoner a bottle of cologne at Christmas,” Tom
consented.

Spread the fun!
If reading these Tom Swifties has put a smile on your face then feel free to
make copies and share them with your friends. I like to print the first two
pages front and back on a piece of cardstock, laminate it, and leave at
doctor’s offices, cancer treatment centers, and hospital waiting rooms.
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